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   The direct simulation of Monte Carlo 
method was employed to calculate the flow 
structure, such as mean velocity, temperature, 
pressure and mean quantities of momentum 
fluctuations correlations in free shear layer at 
hypersonic speed. The momentum and 
temperature fluctuation correlations, 
''Tu and ''Tv , were also investigated. The 
corresponding probability density function in 
velocity space, )( 'uf and )( 'vf , and the jpdf 
distributions, f(u’,v’) , ),( '' Tuf  and ),( '' Tvf  
were also investigated. This study will 
investigate the momentum and concentration 
fluctuation correlations, ''Cu and ''Cv  , 
which are similar to the mass transport 
phenomenon of continuum flow and 
calculates the corresponding )( 'Cf  and 
jpdf distributions, ),( '' Cuf and ),( '' Cvf . This 
study also investigates this transport 
phenomenon by stochastic physics. 
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???? Knudsen number : 
Kn L= λ/  
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   (2) 
??????????????? 
µ ωref refT∝  
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k?Boltzmann constant 
mr?the reduced mass 
µref?the coefficient of viscosity 
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ν :exponent of inverse power law 
molecular force 
x : degree of freedom 
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? 1. ???????? 
 
Free stream The upper free 
stream(O2) 
The lower free 
stream(N2) 
Mach number 
(Velocity ratio = 1) 
20 20 
Mach number 
(Velocity ratio = 0.6) 
20 12 
Temperature  273 K 273 K 
Speed of sound 314 m/s 336.8 m/s 
The most probable 
velocity 
376.5 m/s 402.5 m/s 
The number density 
of molecules 
1.0e20 m-3 1.0e20 m-3 


































Green line : N2
Red line : O2
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